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We report on the study of the noncentrosymmetric ternary carbide YbCoC2. Our magnetization, specific heat,
resistivity, and neutron diffraction measurements consistently show that the system behaves as a heavy-fermion
compound, displaying an amplitude-modulated magnetic structure below the Néel temperature reaching TN =
33 K under pressure. Such a large value, being the highest among the Yb-based systems, is explained in the light
of our ab initio calculations, which show that the 4 f electronic states of Yb have a dual nature, i.e., due to their
strong hybridization with the 3d states of Co, 4 f states expose both localized and itinerant properties.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.100406

The dual nature of the 5 f and 4 f electrons, i.e., the
coexistence of localized and itinerant states in a variety of
actinide and rare-earth (RE) heavy-fermion systems (e.g.,
UPt3, UPd2Al3 [1], UGe2 [2–4], PuCoGa5 [5], YbRh2Si2 [6],
YbAl3 [7]) is the subject of an intense discussion. A theory for
the electronic excitations in uranium compounds, based on the
localization of two 5 f electrons, was developed by Zwicknagl
and Fulde [8]. The standard model for 4 f electrons in RE
metals and their compounds is that an integral number of 4 f
electrons are assumed being localized at each RE ion site. This
applies to both “normal” REs, where a single 4 f configuration
of given occupation is stable, and to mixed-valent cases,
where fluctuations between states with different integral 4 f
occupations take place. The nature of magnetism (itinerant
or localized) and the competition between ordered and disor-
dered ground states in these mixed-valent (“abnormal”) RE
elements (Ce, Eu, and Yb), remain a major challenge in
condensed matter physics. In this context, the Kondo effect
and the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction
arising between itinerant and localized 4 f electrons play
essential roles, as originally pointed out by Doniach [9].

The noncentrosymmetric carbide YbCoC2, first synthe-
sized more than 30 years ago [10], represents an interest-
ing platform for studying such physics. Here, we report on
the study of its bulk magnetic and transport properties at
ambient and elevated pressure, complemented by neutron
diffraction measurements and ab initio calculations. We show
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that YbCoC2 is a heavy-fermion compound with an amplitude
modulated incommensurate magnetic order. Its Néel temper-
ature is the highest among Yb3+-based systems, exceeding
the previous record value belonging to β-YbAlB4 [11]. Taken
together, our experimental and numerical results indicate that
the dual nature of the 4 f electrons is essential for understand-
ing the magnetic and transport properties of YbCoC2.

The transition from localized to itinerant electron states
signaling the onset of long-range electronic correlations, is
also of great interest. In lanthanides this effect is related to
Ce, the first element with a single 4 f -electron level. The
Yb intermetallic compounds are usually considered as being
dominated by two valence states, where Yb3+ ions can be
seen as f -hole analogs of Ce. Owing to such an electronic
configuration, one can anticipate a dual character of 4 f states
in YbCoC2, with transitions from localized states to itinerant
ones. Heavy-fermion magnetism in Yb-based systems with
localized 4 f electrons mainly occurs in compounds where
the ordering temperature is low (typically, TN < 10 K), for in-
stance in YbNi2 [12], YbNiSn [13], YbPtGe [14,15], YbPdGe
[15,16], or YbRh2Si2 [17], YbPtBi [18,19]. In fact, in many
such compounds displaying antiferromagnetic (AFM) order,
TN is even below 1 K (e.g., YbIr2 [20], YbPd [21], YbX (X
= N, P, As) [22], and YbXCu2 (X = Au, Pd) [23]). [A few
exceptions are YbBe13 (TN = 1.3 K) [24], Yb3Pd4 (TN = 3 K)
[25], and YbB2 (TN = 5.7 K) [26].] At atmospheric pressure,
the highest magnetic transition temperature is TN = 20 K
observed recently in α-YbAl1−xMnxB4 for x = 0.27 [27]. The
pressure-induced magnetic ordering was found in the heavy-
fermion superconductor β-YbAlB4 [28], where the magnetic
transition temperature increases up to 32 K, obtained under
the external pressure P of 8 GPa [11].
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FIG. 1. (a) Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility χ of YbCoC2, measured in the external magnetic field B = 300 Oe
(blue points). The red line is the fit of a modified Curie-Weiss law to the T = 28–300 K data (see the text for details). Inset: isothermal
magnetization of YbCoC2 measured in the B = 0–9 T field range at T = 2 and 50 K. (b) Temperature dependence of the heat capacity CP

of YbCoC2 (blue points). The red line is the fit of two Debye laws to the high-temperature data, extrapolated down to T → 0 (see the text).
Inset: the low-temperature part of CP/T vs T 2. The red line is the linear approximation of CP/T vs T 2 extended down to 0 K. (c) Pressure
dependence of the magnetic transition temperature Tm measured in the toroid and diamond-anvil (DAC) high-pressure cells (blue squares and
light-blue circles, respectively). The red line is the approximation with the function f (P − Pc0)α , where f = 18.6 K/GPa1/5, Pc0 = −5.7 GPa,
and α = 1/5. Inset: temperature dependence of the isobaric electrical resistance, measured at P = 2.8–12.9 GPa.

Previously it has been established that the magnetic struc-
ture of the RCoC2 compounds (where R is a heavy RE
element), isostructural to YbCoC2, is ferromagnetic (FM).
The magnetic moments usually point along the a axis [29],
except in DyCoC2 where they lie in the ac plane [30].
The magnetic susceptibility measurements in YCoC2 and
the refinements of neutron powder diffraction patterns of
other RCoC2 compounds indicate that the Co and C ions
are nonmagnetic [30,31]. Notably, the Curie temperature for
RCoC2 compounds deviates from the de Gennes law [29,32],
indicating the importance of the interactions beyond RKKY
in the stabilization of the magnetic order in this series and
calls for further studies of the nature of magnetism in these
systems.

Polycrystalline samples of YbCoC2 were synthesized by
melting Yb, Co, and C (see Ref. [33]) at 8 GPa and 1500–
1700 K using a Toroid high-pressure cell. The Rietveld analy-
sis of x-ray and neutron diffraction data at T = 300 K shows
that the compound crystallizes in an orthorhombic structure
of the CeNiC2-type (space group Amm2, No. 38), similar
to other RE carbides RCoC2. High-pressure x-ray diffraction
measurements performed at the 15U beamline of the Shang-
hai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (China) show that the
orthorhombic crystal structure is preserved up to 37 GPa [34].
A fit of a Murnaghan equation of state volume vs pressure
data yields a bulk modulus B0 = 176(23) GPa, with its first
pressure derivative B′

0 = 9(1). The bulk magnetic properties
of YbCoC2 were studied by vibrating sample magnetom-
etry using a physical property measurement system. The
electrical resistivity measurements were performed on bulk
polycrystalline samples using a lock-in detection technique
[35]. The high-pressure resistance measurements below 5 GPa
were performed in a miniature clamped Toroid-type device
with glycerine-water (3:2) liquid as the pressure transmitting
medium. For higher pressures a diamond-anvil cell (DAC)
with NaCl as the pressure transmitting medium was used.

The magnetic susceptibility χ (T ) measured in the mag-
netic field B = 300 Oe exhibits a sharp peak, indicative of

an AFM-like transition at TN = 25.6(2) K [Fig. 1(a)]. In
the T = 28–300 K range, χ (T ) can be well described by a
modified Curie-Weiss law χ = χ∗

0 + C∗/(T − θ ), where χ∗
0

is a temperature-independent term, C∗ is the Curie constant,
and θ is the Weiss constant. The effective magnetic moment
deduced from this approximation is μeff = 4.31(1)μB per
formula unit (f.u.), a value close to that of the free Yb3+ ion
(4.54μB). The small positive Weiss constant θ = 2.4(1) K
reveals the presence of weak ferromagnetic correlations and
a small value of the ratio fs = θ/TN ≈ 0.09 � 1 indicates a
weak level of spin frustration in the system.

The inset of Fig. 1(a) shows field dependences of the bulk
magnetization M measured in the B = 0–9 T range at T = 2
and 50 K. At T = 50 K, M(H ) has a smooth linear character,
typical of a paramagnet. In contrast, the curve measured at
T = 2 K < TN first increases linearly up to ≈6 T, until a
“spin-flop”-like transition with a hysteresis of about 0.2 T
takes place in the ≈6–8 T range. M does not fully saturate
at the highest field of 9 T and reaches a value of ≈1.6μB/f.u.,
which stands well below the theoretical saturation moment for
the full Yb3+ multiplet (μs = 4.0μB).

Figure 1(b) displays the temperature dependence of the
heat capacity CP, obtained in the 2–180 K range. Around TN,
the CP(T ) curve exhibits a lambda anomaly, with a maximum
at ≈26 K, which is consistent with the bulk AFM-like transi-
tion deduced from the χ (T ) data. The heat capacity jump at TN

is equal to �CP(TN) = 14.64 J/mol K. This value is close to
the one calculated for an amplitude modulated magnetic struc-
ture for Yb3+, namely, 13.43 J/mol K [36]. The heat capacity
at T > 30 K was approximated by Cfit (T ) = m1D(T,�1) +
m2D(T,�2), where D is the Debye function, with the char-
acteristic temperatures �1 = 516(11) K and �2 = 176(7) K.
The best fit was obtained with the coefficients m1 = 2.49(4)
and m2 = 0.79(5). The magnetic entropy of the transition
computed according to Sm(T ) = ∫ T

1.9 K Cm(T )/T dT , where
Cm(T ) = CP(T ) − Cfit (T ) is the magnetic part of heat capac-
ity, amounts to 3.91 J/mol K at T = 30 K. This value is
about 70% of that expected for a magnetic doublet ground
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FIG. 2. (a) Refined neutron powder-diffraction pattern of YbCoC2 measured at T = 1.3 K and ambient pressure: the experimental points
(blue dots), the calculated profiles (red line), and their difference (light-blue line). The bars in the lower part of the graph represent the calculated
Bragg reflections that correspond to the nuclear Amm2 structure (first row, purple), the magnetic phase (second row, green), the aluminum
container (third row, cyan), and the nonmagnetic impurity phase YbO (fourth row, brown). (b) Temperature dependence of the square root of
the integrated intensity of the magnetic peak (blue circles). The red line is the power-law fit (see the text). Inset: schematic representation of
the magnetic unit cell of YbCoC2 in the commensurate phase (only Yb magnetic atoms are shown). (c) Temperature dependence of the kz

component of the magnetic wave vector (blue diamonds). The red line is drawn to guide the eye.

state and is most likely due to Kondo screening [37]. The
Sommerfeld coefficient obtained from the CP data just above
TN is γ = 190(1) mJ/mol K2 [see inset of Fig. 1(b)]. This
value suggests a considerable enhancement of the effective
electron mass in YbCoC2 comparable with other heavy-
fermion compounds [38,39]. The low-temperature upturn in
CP/T [see the inset of Fig 1(b)] indicates that there is a pos-
sibility of the second magnetic transition in YbCoC2 similar
to the incommensurate-commensurate magnetic transition in
CeNiC2 [39].

As shown in Fig. 1(c), the electrical resistance increases
monotonically with temperature revealing the metallic char-
acter of YbCoC2. Because of the coherent scattering of charge
carriers in the magnetically ordered state, the resistance drops
down below the AFM-like transition temperature [see inset
of Fig. 1(c)]. Interestingly, the transition temperature Tm,
determined from the onset of the resistance, increases with
external pressure up to 33.2(3) K at P = 13 GPa.

In order to elucidate the magnetic structure of YbCoC2,
we have used neutron powder diffraction on the thermal
instrument G4-1 (Laboratoire Léon Brillouin). The low-
temperature patterns display an additional peak at low an-
gles [see Fig. 2(a)]. The square- root of the integrated in-
tensity of this peak depends on temperature [see Fig. 2(b)]
and may be approximated with the function σ0(1 − T/TC)β ,
with the critical exponent β = 0.24(4) and the critical tem-
perature TC = 26.9(7) K. This peak can be indexed with
the wave vector (0, 0, kz ), where kz is temperature dependent
[see Fig. 2(c)]. The best refinement of the magnetic part of the
neutron powder diffraction pattern is achieved by assuming
an amplitude modulated (sine-wave) structure of Yb3+ mag-
netic moments, pointing along the a axis with the amplitude
1.32(7)μB at T = 1.3 K. Such a value of magnetic moment is
typical for Yb in magnetic compounds [15,19,40,41] and may
be attributed to the crystal electric field effects and a partial
screening due to the Kondo mechanism. The structure locks
into a commensurate state with kz = 1/4 at Tlock-in ≈ 8 K.

The ab initio simulations of YbCoC2 were performed using
the WIEN2K package [42] within the density functional theory

(DFT) and the local-density approximation (LDA), with the
spin-orbit coupling taken into account. The 4 f electrons of the
Yb ion were explicitly treated as valent and not completely
localized, and as such were allowed to hybridize with all
other states. The calculations started from the experimental
lattice parameters measured in this work, with subsequent
relaxation of internal atomic coordinates. In these initial DFT-
LDA calculations (T = 0 K), a nonmagnetic (paramagnetic)
ground state of YbCoC2 was determined, whereas no mag-
netic solution turned out to be stable.

From the band structure and density of states (DOS) of
paramagnetic YbCoC2 it follows [34] that 4 f states of Yb are
present at the Fermi energy (EF), and the main contribution to
the total DOS at EF stems from the strongly hybridized ytter-
bium f and cobalt d states. The energy bands in the vicinity
of EF are flat, which indicates a strong enhancement of the
electron mass to a value typical for heavy-fermion systems.

To treat strong electron correlations in the Yb 4 f shell
adequately, we further employed the combination of DFT-
LDA [42] and dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [43] as
implemented in the EDMFT package [44]. Since the DMFT
method is not applicable to the low-temperature region, for
simulations of the magnetic state of YbCoC2 observed exper-
imentally below 30 K we have used the LDA+U approach
[45,46] in the WIEN2K implementation, which can perform
zero-temperature calculations with accounting for correlation
effects of 4 f electrons.

The band structure and DOS computed at T = 250 K using
DMFT are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The evaluated number
of 4 f electrons is about 13.05, i.e., the valence of Yb is
actually equal to three. There is a certain similarity between
the DFT and DMFT results in the number of 4 f electrons and
in the position of the bands and corresponding DOS peaks
[34]. Within both approaches, the Fermi energy falls into a
steep slope of the 4 f DOS whose maximum is very close to
EF. Apparently, the proximity of the 4 f peak to EF and the
resulting relatively high N (EF), as well as a significant f -d
hybridization favor the high magnetic transition temperature
for YbCoC2.
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FIG. 3. The DMFT band structure (a) and DOS (b) at T = 250 K. The DOS is in arb. units and the Fermi energy is set to zero. (c) The
LDA+U calculations: the magnetic moment per formula unit and its partial contributions as functions of Ueff . The green line is the spin
moment of Co, the violet line is the spin moment of Yb, the cyan line is the orbital moment of Yb, the red line is the total moment of Yb, and
the blue line is the total magnetic moment.

In our LDA+U simulations of the magnetic state only
the 4 f -electron correlations were taken into account. The
positions of the bands are found to shift downwards with
increasing Ueff = U − J (where U and J are the standard
on-site Coulomb interaction constants). We obtained a stable
FM ordering with the periodicity of the crystal lattice. The
total magnetic moment and its main partial atomic contri-
butions as functions of Ueff are depicted in Fig. 3(c). The
largest partial contribution (including both the spin and orbital
terms) is μYb directed along the a axis in accordance with
the experimental data and drawn in Fig. 3(c) as the red line.
This is the magnetic moment of the Yb site which increases
with Ueff . The magnetic moment of Co is smaller tending to
zero with increasing Ueff , whereas the magnetic moments at
carbon sites and in the interstitial region are negligible at any
Ueff .

The interval of Ueff between 1.3 and 3.5 eV has been
considered as optimal, corresponding to the experimental
situation. The change in Ueff in this interval does not lead
to a strong variation of the magnetic moments and band
positions. The Yb moment varies from 0.9 to 1.3μB, which
correlates well with the experimental observations. The model
of ferromagnetic alignment used in the calculations turned
out to be quite reasonable, because the period of experimental
modulated magnetic structure is about four times that of
the crystal lattice. Moreover the Yb magnetic moments are
codirected to each other within the crystallographic unit cell
[see the inset in Fig. 2(b)]. Thus, our LDA+U calculations
demonstrate that YbCoC2 possesses a stable magnetic order-
ing with the magnetization predominantly located at the Yb
sites.

A wealth of experimental and numerical results pre-
sented in this study unambiguously establishes that the
noncentrosymmetric YbCoC2 is an unusual heavy-fermion
system, displaying incommensurate antiferromagnetic order-
ing with the transition temperature reaching 33 K under
pressure. The nature of its magnetic structure is surprising in
itself, since the isostructural compounds RCoC2 (where R =
Gd-Tm) display FM ordering. This fact is well captured by our
ab initio calculations, which also reproduce the direction of
the Yb magnetic moments and, quantitatively, their amplitude.
As a key result, we reveal a strong hybridization between the
4 f states of Yb and the 3d orbitals of Co. We believe that
this feature is instrumental in explaining the robustness of the
magnetic order and its enhancement under applied external
pressure. Another appealing finding concerns the evolution
of the magnetic structure with pressure. Indeed, a fine-tuning
of the tight competition between RKKY and Kondo inter-
actions is a well-proven route towards the observation of
quantum criticality, exotic forms of superconductivity, and
novel strange metallic states.
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The purity of constituent elements of YbCoC2 were
99.7% for Yb, 99.9% for Co and 99.99% for C. For
high-pressure x-ray diffraction measurements at the 15U
beamline of the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facil-
ity a monochromatic x-ray beam with a wavelength of
0.6199 Å was employed and silicon oil was used as a
pressure-transmitting medium. The pressure for all mea-
surements in the DACs was determined by the ruby flu-
orescence method [1].

X-ray powder diffraction measurements at room tem-
perature and ambient pressure were performed using the
diffractometer Guinier camera G670, Huber (Cu-Kα1).
This XRD pattern was analyzed with GSAS software [2].
NPD patterns were analyzed with the Rietveld and Le
Bail methods using FULLPROF software [3]. The mea-
sured lattice constants are in agreement with previous
determinations [4].

STRUCTURE

The unit cell of this structure is shown in together with
its first Brillouin zone (right). Planes of Yb ions per-
pendicular to the a direction alternate with the planes
of Co and C ions shifted along the a direction by a/2
(see FIG. S1). The C ions exist as dimers with the C-C
nearest distance of 1.55 Å, double bonds between them
shown with green sticks. Red sticks indicate the near-
est distance between two Yb ions equal to the a lattice
period (3.44 Å), which hardly assumes essential direct
exchange between localized 4f electrons of Yb. The im-
purity of high-pressure phase of non-magnetic ytterbium
oxied (YbO) with a fraction of less than 5% wt. was also
found in the samples.

X-ray diffraction patterns of YbCoC2 obtained at dif-
ferent pressures are presented in FIG. S2. The depen-
dencies of the lattice constants and unit cell volume of

Fig. S 1. XRD pattern for YbCoC2 at room temperature
and P = 0 GPa (the obtained lattice parameters are listed
in Table I). The experimental points (red marks), the calcu-
lated profiles (green line) and their difference (purple line) are
shown. The bars in the lower part of the graph represent the
calculated Bragg reflections that correspond to the YbO im-
purity phase (upper row, red color) and YbCoC2 (lower row,
blue color). Inset: The unit cell (generated using the VESTA
software [5]), with the red, blue and green balls corresponding
to Yb, Co and C ions (left) and the first Brillouin zone (right)
of the Amm2 structure of YbCoC2.

YbCoC2 under high pressure up to 37 GPa are presented
in FIG. S3.

The results of Rietveld refinements of XRD and NPD
patterns at room temperature and atmospeheric pressure
are presented in Table I.

RESISTIVITY

The relative resistivity above T = 40 K could
be well fitted with the model ρ−1

fit (T ) = ρ−1
p +

ρ−1
B−G(T ) (see FIG. S4), where ρp - temperature-
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TABLE I. The crystallographic parameters of YbCoC2 (space group Amm2) obtained at T = 300 K and P = 0 GPa

X-ray diffraction Cu-Kα1

a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) z(Co) y(C) z(C) Uiso(Yb) (Å2) Uiso(Co) (Å2) Uiso(C) (Å2)

3.43908(2) 4.49479(3) 5.99866(4) 0.6146(9) 0.172(2) 0.331(1) 0.0176(2) 0.0175(8) 0.0306(34)

Neutron diffraction λ = 2.42 Å

3.4411(9) 4.4881(13) 5.9925(15) 0.643(24) 0.154(4) 0.311(6) 0.0 not refined 0.0 not refined 0.0 not refined

Fig. S 2. X-ray diffraction patterns of YbCoC2 at different
pressures.

independent parallel resistivity and ρB−G(T ) = ρ0 +

Ael−phT ( T
ΘD

)4
∫ ΘD/T

0
x5

(ex−1)(1−e−x)dx where ρ0 - residual

resistivity and the second term is contribution to the re-
sistivity from electron-phonon scattering approximated
by Bloch-Gruneisen law with n = 5 (Ael−ph - electron-
phonon coupling constant and ΘD - Debye temperature).
The best fit was obtained with the following parame-
ters ρp = 2.46(6), ρ0 = 1.62(2), Ael−ph = 0.015(4) K−1

and ΘD = 412(3) K. It is interesting to note that De-
bye temperature determined from the resistivity is close
to the average value of Debye temperature obtained
from the heat capacity measurements (from heat capac-
ity < ΘD >= m1Θ1+m2Θ2

m1+m2
= 434(5) K). The carefull

study of the difference between measured and fitted re-

Fig. S 3. Pressure dependences of the lattice parameters and
the unit cell volume of YbCoC2. Red line is the Murnaghan
fit of experimental V (P ) dependence.

sistivities did not reveal any anomalies above the anti-
ferromagnetic transition temperature. The temperature
derivative of the resistivity at P = 0 GPa near antifer-
romagnetic tranisition temperature shows a peak with a
maximum at T = 26.1(7) K (see inset to FIG. S4).

AB INITIO CALCULATIONS

We employed the density-functional-theory (DFT),
DFT+U , and DFT+DMFT methods to theoretically
explore electronic and magnetic properties of YbCoC2,
with local density approximation (LDA) for exchange-
correlation potential. The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) was
taken into account.

Our ab initio DFT-LDA simulations were performed
using the relativistic APW+lo method as implemented
in Wien2k package [6]. For core electrons, SOC effects
were included self-consistently by solving the radial Dirac
equation. For valence states, the SOC was evaluated
by the second-variational step [7] using scalar-relativistic
eigenvectors. Since the SOC term is large only near the
core, the corresponding contributions to the Hamiltonian
were only evaluated inside the MT spheres surrounding
the atoms. The MT-radii of Yb, Co, and C were set to
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Fig. S 4. Measured resistivity relative to the value of re-
sistivity at T = 80 K for YbCoC2 at P = 0 GPa. The ab-
solute value of resistivity at T = 298 K is 680 µΩ cm. Blue
points: experimental data, red line: fit with parallel resistor
and Bloch-Gruneisen model (see text for details). Inset: the
temperature derivative of resistivity at low temperatures.

2.50, 1.98, and 1.25 rB, respectively. The convergence
factor RminKmax was set to 8.0, where Rmin is the min-
imal MT-radius and Kmax is the plane-wave cut-off pa-
rameter, K2

max ≈ 560 eV. This, together with the recipro-
cal space resolution of 2π×0.03 Å−1 employed to sample
the Brillouin zone (BZ) ensured the total energy conver-
gence of about 10−7 eV. The calculations were made at
experimental lattice periods found in this work. Start-
ing from the experimental atomic positions, we did the
geometry relaxation to allow the internal atomic coor-
dinates to change, until the residual atomic forces were
converged down to 3 meV/Å. The 4f electrons of Yb
were explicitly treated as valent.

FIG. S5(a,b) presents the band structure and density
of states (DOS) calculated within DFT-LDA. The DOS
near Fermi energy (EF) is mainly contributed by the hy-
bridized 4f -Yb and 3d-Co states. The corresponding
Fermi surface (FS) topology in the first BZ is shown
in FIG. S5(c,d), with standard notation for the high-
symmetry points. Two FS sheets related to the two spin
channels of SOC are formed by the 49th and 50th bands
(blue and red lines in the band structure, respectively)
that cross EF. The 3rd sheet formed by the 48th band
(black line) and consisting of tiny hole-like pockets in the

ΓZ direction is not shown.
In nonmagnetic YbCoC2, a calculated value of the

DOS at the Fermi level N(EF) is about of 9 st./eV =
21 mJ/(mol K2) per formula unit. As in case of other
Yb-based metallic compounds, our DFT-LDA simula-
tions (made with experimental lattice periods) demon-
strate very high sensitivity of N(EF) to the choice of
calculation parameters and numerical accuracy, because
EF falls at a very steep slope of the high 4f peak. So our
estimate of N(EF) is only indicative.

We used the LDA+DMFT approach [9, 10] as imple-
mented in the eDMFT package [11]. The continuous-time
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC-DMFT) impurity solver [?
] was employed. The magnetic state at low temper-
atures was studied with the Wien2k package [6] using
the LDA+U method [12]. We used the rotationally in-
variant version [13] of this method, with the parameter
Ueff = U − J .
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Fig. S 5. (a, b) The DFT band structure and density of states (DOS), correspondingly; the DOS is mainly contributed by
hybridized 4f -Yb and 3d-Co states, other contributions are much smaller and not shown. (c, d) The Fermi surface sheets
corresponding to the 49th and 50th bands, with standard notation for high-symmetry points of Brillouin zone. The FS was
generated using the XCRYSDEN software [8].
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